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Bitterzoet 

"Electric Beats"

Bitterzoet is a multifaceted bar and club where rotating DJs and touring

bands rock the house with alternative rock, funk, electronic, and fusion

beats. The two-floor venue features a balcony overlooking the stage and a

lounge area furnished with chic seating. Two bars keep the lines short and

the drinks flowing all night.

 +31 20 421 2318  www.bitterzoet.com/  info@bitterzoet.com  Spuistraat 2, Amsterdam

Escape 

"Cosmpolitan Bubbling Disco"

This worldly discotheque has been known as the city's biggest disco since

1987 and it has it all: exclusive parties, modern dance music and hi-tech

lighting. Saturdays offer the trendy and spectacular Chemistry Party,

hosting the best national and international DJs and VJs. Occasionally,

celebrities also perform. Sundays mean Hour Power, Thursday is club

night, and on Fridays there are special parties with guest DJs. Although

the club is very big, the selective door policy often means there are large

queues. Sneakers are not permitted. Members have priority over non-

members.

 +31 20 622 1111  www.escape.nl/  contact@escape.nl  Rembrandtplein 11,

Amsterdam

 by Designatic   

AIR 

"Lively, Upscale Nightclub"

Located in the buzzing neighborhood of Rembrandtplein, AIR is relatively

a new player on Amsterdam's party scene. The club boasts five bars

serving cocktails and more, smoking areas and a capacity of 1300, making

for some huge events headlined by local and international DJs. However,

the friendly staff helps create a cozier and welcoming vibe.

 +31 20 820 0670  www.air.nl/  info@air.nl  Amstelstraat 24, Amsterdam
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Club Up 

"Dance All Night"

Club Up is the place to be if you're looking for an exciting night out. With a

line-up of popular DJs that churn out great funk, jazz, hip-hop, electronic,

techno and house tunes, you're sure to have a memorable night out! The

club is also host to various musical performances and other fun events

throughout the year.

 +31 20 623 6985  clubup.nl  info@kring.nl  Korte Leidsedwarsstraat 26,

Amsterdam
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Panama 

"Entertainment-Filled Nights"

Nestled in the docklands area of Amsterdam, Panama is a trendy

nightclub, a perpetual favorite among party-goers in the city. Its unique

location in a warehouse that's over 100 years old creates the perfect

meeting of old and new, featuring robust sound and light systems. For

more than a decade, this club has been entertaining guests who seek a

vibrant nightlife along with great music and drinks. Local Dutch DJs, as

well those of international fame, like Tiesto, Fatboy Slim, and Swedish

House Mafia have graced the stage with their performances.

 +31 20 311 8686  www.panama.nl/  info@panama.nl  Oostelijke Handelskade 4,

Amsterdam
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